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Background
- NRC Safety Reviews

• The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
performs safety reviews of nuclear power plants to 
help ensure public and personnel safety

• Human factors 
engineering (HFE) is an 
important aspect of 
these reviews to help 
ensure safe and 
reliable personnel 
performance
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Background
- HFE Reviews

• An HFE safety review is performed to verify that: 
– HFE is integrated into plant development, design, and 

evaluation

– HFE products allow safe, efficient, and reliable 
performance of personnel tasks
• HFE products include human-system interfaces (HSIs), procedures, and 

training
• personnel tasks include operations, maintenance, test, inspection, and 

surveillance tasks

– the HFE program and its products reflect "state-of-
the-art human factors principles" and satisfy all 
specific regulatory requirements
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HFE Program Overview
- Regulatory Basis for Human Factors Reviews

Regulations 
10 CFR 

50.34(h)/52.47 & 
10 CFR 50.34(f)(iii)

Standard Review 
Plan – Chapter 18

Human Factors 
Product Reviews 

(i.e. HSI)

Human Factors 
Process Reviews

Operator Manual 
Action Reviews
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(f)(iii) Provide, for 
Commission review, a 

control room design that 
reflects state-of-the-art 
human factor principles 
prior to committing to 

fabrication or revision of 
fabricated control room 

panels and layouts. 



New Designs
-Process Overview
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IP Design ISV RSR

Implementation Plan Results Summary Report



Plant Modifications
-Process Overview
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Design 
(Including 

ISV)
LAR Modification Inspection

License Amendment Review



NUREG-0711 Description
- 12 Element Structure
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HFE Program 
Management

Operating 
Experience 

Review

Function 
Analysis & 
Allocation

Task Analysis

Staffing & 
Qualification

Human 
Reliability 
Analysis

Human -System 
Interface Design

Procedure 
Development

Training Program 
Development

Human Factors 
Verification and 

Validation

Design 
Implementation

Human 
Performance 

Monitoring

Planning and
Analysis

Design Verification 
and Validation

Implementation
and Operation



Human Factors Verification and Validation 
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Sampling of Operational 
Conditions
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The objective is to verify that the applicant:
1. includes conditions representative of the 

range of events that could be encountered 
during plant operation

2. reflects the characteristics expected to 
contribute to variations in system 
performance

3. considers the safety significance of HSIs.



Design Verification
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1. HSI Inventory and Characterization
2. HSI Task Support Verification
3. HFE Design Verification



Human Engineering Discrepancy 
(HED) Resolution
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“… The objectives of the NRC staff’s review is to 
verify that the applicant has (1) evaluated HEDs 
to determine if they require correction, (2) 
identified design solutions to address HEDs that 
must be corrected, and (3) verified the 
completed implementation of these HED design 
solutions…”



Integrated System Validation
-Background
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• The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)  defines 
integrated system validation (ISV) as an evaluation of an 
integrated system design using performance-based tests to 
determine whether it meets performance criteria and 
supports safe operations

• ISV evaluations are challenging
– it’s not possible to test all operational conditions, so decisions 

have to be based on a sample of conditions
– it’s not possible to test the actual system in vivo for many 

scenarios, so decisions have to be based on simulations of 
scenarios 

– it’s not possible to test all operators/crews, so decisions have to 
be based on a sample of operators



Integrated System Validation
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Overview of ISV Review Guidance
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• The methodology to meet these challenges involves:
– performance-based testing
– good sampling processes 
– representing the integrated system and the scenarios to be 

performed as realistically as possible
– exercising good test practices to minimize error and bias
– collecting appropriate measures of performance
– comparing observed performance to acceptance criteria



Integrated System Validation
- Areas of Review
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• Validation Team
• Test Objectives
• Validation Testbeds 
• Plant Personnel
• Performance Measurement
• Test Design
• Data Analysis and HED Identification
• Validation Conclusions



Recent ISV Experience
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• NRR routinely reviews ISV for small scale 
modifications. 
– Typically conducted with document review
– Sometimes supported with and audit or inspection

• NRO has reviewed several V&V implementation 
plans 
– AP1000, ABWR, ESBWR, US-APWR, and others

• NRO Conducted first ISV Inspection of New 
Reactor Control Room:
– AP1000 10/2014-2/2016 (ML16091A462)



AP1000 ISV Inspection
October 2014-February 2016
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• Did the licensee follow the NRC approved V&V 
implementation plan?
• Staggered 6 week inspection
• Reviewed licensee documents 
• Observations of scenarios
• Observations of debriefing sessions 

with operators
• Observations of HED identification 

meetings
• Observation of HED resolution 

process



ISV Lessons Learned
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• ISV is expensive (to licensee and NRC)
• When is the simulator at the appropriate 

fidelity level for ISV?
– Many HEDs identified

• Timing of ISV may conflict with other critical 
tasks
– Early need for licensed operators
– Need a “Commission Approved Simulator” for a 

license exam



Summary
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• NUREG-0711 describes 12 elements of an 
acceptable HF program.
– Focus on process and product

• V&V is used to demonstrate the 
planning/analysis and design elements have 
resulted in a control room design that 
supports safe operation of the plant.

• Recent ISV experience suggests improvements 
to the process are necessary.



Thanks for listening!

For additional information, contact:

Brian Green – Brian.Green@nrc.gov
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Supplementary Slides
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Background
- Regulatory Basis for Human Factors Reviews

• 10 CFR 50.34(h) and 10 CFR 52.47 require that 
designs be consistent with SRP and justify any 
deviations

• 10 CFR 50.34 (f)(iii) “state-of-the-art” human factors 
program
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Operating Fleet New Reactors

Responsible 
Organization

Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation

Office of New 
Reactors

Focus of Review Changes to Current 
Licensing Basis

Design Process and 
Final Design 
Products



HFE Program Overview
- Key HFE Guidance

• Standard Review Plan, Chapter 18, Human factors 
Engineering, NUREG-0800 (2007)

• Human Factors Engineering Program Review Model, 
NUREG-0711, Rev. 3 (2012)

• Human-System Interface Design Review Guidelines, 
NUREG-0700, Rev. 2 (2002)
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Standard Review Plan
-Chapter 18 Description

• Staff guidance for selecting appropriate NUREGs for review.
– i.e. New versus Operating Reactor Reviews
– HSI modifications, operator manual actions, new designs, etc.

• Important points:
– SRP is incorporated by reference in the regulation (10 CFR 50.34(h))

• SRP is NOT a regulation – therefore, licensees can deviate from it (with 
justification)

– SRP has acceptance criteria: this helps make a predictable regulatory 
process – licensees understand what is expected of them

– Chapter 18 keeps the acceptance criteria in a series of 
NUREGs. NUREG-0711 (HFE process) is the parent 
document to all other human factors documents 
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Human Factors Products and Processes
-Comparison

Operating Reactors (NRR)
Focus: Product

• Focus on Changes to 
Current Licensing Basis

• Licensee typically submits a 
Results Summary Report of 
work completed

• Done at risk
• NRR reviews against 

NUREG-0711
• NRR ay chose to 

inspect/audit
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• Applicant  typically initially 
submits Implementation 
Plan (IP)

• NRO Reviews IP, if approved 
becomes part of licensing 
basis

• Later NRO may 
inspect/audit Results
Summary Reports and/or 
Physical Products/ 
Processes

New Reactors (NRO)
Focus: Process & Some Products



Human Factors Documentation
Implementation Plans vs. Results Summary Reports
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Research
• NRC identifies best human factors practices, relevant research, etc.

NRC 
Guidance

• NRC develops and publishes in the Standard Review Plan.

Licensee 
Commitment

• Licensee describes how their HF process and products will meet the SRP.

NRC 
Acceptance

• {OPTIONAL: submittal of implementation plan} NRC reviews accepts/rejects 
the plan.  If accepted, this plan becomes a basis for future inspection.*

Inspect 
Process

• NRC can perform inspections to ensure the licensee is following the approved 
implementation plan.

Inspect 
Product

• NRC can choose to inspect  final design products (reports and/or designed 
equipment).



NUREG-0711 “HFE Program Review Model”
-Description

• Rooted in systems engineering and 
human-centered design (HCD) 
– integration with overall design project
– graded, risk-informed approach
– top-down model 
– life-cycle process
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• The focus is on both 
design process (NUREG-
0711) and the design 
product (NUREG-0700).

High-level mission and goals

Define functions necessary to achieve the goals

Allocate functions to human and system resources

Decompose functions into tasks

Analyze tasks to define performance requirements

Design detailed HSI, procedures, and training



NUREG-0711 Description
- Element Format

• Background
– brief explanation of the element’s rationale and purpose

• Objective
– review objective(s) of the element 

• Applicant’s products and submittals
– reports, design files, work product samples

• Review criteria 
– criteria for reviewing important practices of the process 

element

• Reference documents
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NUREG-0711 Description
• Follows a generic “process assessment model” architecture
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Process
Element 1

Process
Element 2

Process
Element 3

Process 
Element n

HFE/HCD
Process Model

Practice 1a

Practice 1b

Practice 1c

Practice 1n

Practice 2a

Practice 2b

Practice 2c

Practice 2n

Practice 3a

Practice 3b

Practice 3c

Practice 3n

Practice na

Practice nb

Practice nc

Practice nnExamples:
• ISO/TS 18152:2010 - Ergonomics of human-system interaction: Specification for 

the process assessment of human-system issues
• ISO/TR 18529:2000 - Ergonomics of human-system interaction: Human-centered 

lifecycle process descriptions



Integrated System Validation
-Objective
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“… The objective of the ISV review is to verify 
that the applicant validated, using performance-
based tests, that the integrated system design 
(i.e., hardware, software, procedures and 
personnel elements) supports the safe operation 
of the plant.”


